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Food Truck champion single player rules
OBJECTIVE

As a new food truck owner, you have to prove to yourself that you have what 
it takes to make a name for yourself in this competitive community. Score 
enough popularity and you’ll be a Food Truck Champion!

SET UP
Select a matching truck board, owner card, and starting 
order ticket card. 

Create five identical token stacks with a Critique token on 
the bottom and a 3, a 2, and a 1 token on top of that, in that 
order. 

Shuffle the full deck of game cards, then deal 6 cards face 
up for the marketplace and deal yourself a hand of 4 cards. 
Deal a stack of 60 cards for the draw deck and return the 
unused game cards to the box.

Start the game with your Owner card in your hand. 

GAME PLAY
The game is played in nearly the same manner as a multi-player game. 
Remember, you are leading every action with a card played from your hand. 
Hired Staff can only perform additional actions, they can never be the lead 
action.
 There are a few changes, though…

Popularity tokens do not upgrade your truck. When you complete an 
order, put the used ingredient cards into the discard pile and keep the 
completed order ticket in a face down stack. Take the top Popularity token 
from any stack that matches the number of ingredients on the completed 
order ticket. If no tokens match the number of ingredients on your 
completed order ticket then you may take a lesser value token if available. If 
not, then you score nothing for the completed order ticket. Popularity tokens 
are kept near your truck board for end-game scoring. 
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The discard pile is never reshuffled. Played Action cards go to the Market 
after they’ve been resolved. If you ever remove cards from your Fridge, 
Hired Staff, or Order Tickets because you overfilled those areas, the removed 
cards go to the discard pile. Also, if your hand has more than 6 cards, place 
the excess cards in the discard pile.

You may never perform a Take Charge action. When a Critique token is 
revealed, you automatically add your owner card back to your hand if it is 
not already there, then use the critique token to upgrade one area of your 
truck. Finally, move one of your completed order tickets to your Flavor Profile 
Awards area. 

GAME END & SCORING
Game play continues until all five Critique tokens have been achieved or you 
need to draw cards from the deck and there are not enough cards to do so. 
When the game is over, total your score by adding your Popularity token 
values, then add 5 bonus points for each Flavor Profile set in your Awards 
area and 1 bonus point for each completed order ticket that shows your 
truck’s logo. 

Rate your performance on the scale below, then play again and try to better 
your score… 

0 - 8: Salmon Ice Cream -- The Health Inspector is the only person at your 
order window...and he doesn’t look hungry. 

9 - 16: Not A Total Hash -- The construction workers and office drones prefer 
your menu to PB&J. 

17 - 24: Sushi Rollin’ Along -- Just got your first invitation to the Food Truck 
Circus and the Ahi is fresh caught this morning! 

25 - 32: Sunny Side Up -- You’ve got Foodie Followers on Twitter and they’re 
asking when you’re coming to their neighborhood. 

33 - 40: All That & A Cherry On Top -- You’ve got long lines, avid fans, and a 4 
Forks review in the weekly hipster tabloid. Time to grow into a second truck! 

41 or More: Mimosas At Dawn -- FoodieTV is on the phone and they want 
you to host their new reality show: Food Truck Champion!
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